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ABSTRACT

The Mariner spacecraft as well as most other spacecraft have

instrument platforms, antennas, etc., which must move relative to the

attitude controlled spacecraft bus structure. As the appendages are moved,

reaction forces and torques are produced that disturb the spacecraft atti-

tude. This report develops the equations of motion which describe the

dynamic interaction between the spacecraft bus and the movable appendages

about a single axis, evaluates the effect of the dynamic interaction on the

attitude control subsystem with computer simulations, and makes design

recommendations to reduce the impact of this interaction on future attitude

control subsystems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In terms of scan platform dynamics, the Mariner Mars 1971 (MMt71)

spacecraft could be thought of as two bodies connected by an actuating mech-

anism. The principal body was the spacecraft bus structure containing the

attitude control system celestial and inertial sensors. The second body was

the scan platform, which contained all the science instruments, including the

TV cameras.

As the scan platform was moved relative to the spacecraft bus, large

forces and torques were observed in the spacecraft position sensor telem-

etry data. These disturbances had been predicted, but their magnitude was

greater than expected.

The study presented here was undertaken in order to resolve the con-

flict between predicted and actual slewing disturbances, and to determine

their effect on the attitude control gas consumption.

The scan platform/spacecraft bus dynamic interaction was investi-

gated at two levels. The flight observed performance was reproduced

almost exactly using a new and powerful computer program which solves

the equations of motion of simply connected rigid bodies. This program

enabled mission support analysts to better predict dynamic disturbances

and gas consumption but did not explain the mechanism of these disturb-

ances. In parallel with the computer simulation analysis, a single-axis

analytic model was developed which not only predicted the dynamic disturb-

ance magnitudes accurately but also revealed their mechanism.

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 1



This report describes the analysis methods, discusses the

development of the MM'71 spacecraft scan platform model, and demonstra-

tes the accuracy of the computer modeling technique by making comparisons

to actual flight data. In addition, methods are presented to estimate attitude

control gas consumption resulting from scan slews, and guidelines are

established which will enable future articulation system designers to

minimize the disturbances resulting from platform articulation in space.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC INTERACTION
BETWEEN TWO BODIES MOVING RELATIVE

TO EACH OTHER ABOUT A SINGLE AXIS

A complete description of the motion of two bodies in space moving

relative to each other about an arbitrary single axis would require that

equations be written for eight degrees of freedom. However, for the pur-

poses of design and understanding, the motion of interest can be described

using a single-axis development. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates the

MM'71 bus structure and a two-degree-of-freedom scan platform, with the

cone axis of revolution perpendicular to the plane of the paper and the clock

axis in the plane of the paper. The single-axis equations of motion about

the axis of rotation for both the cone and clock axes are the same. The

forces produced at the hingepoint in the plane perpendicular to the axis of

revolution produce disturbance torques in the axes orthogonal to the slewing

axis. The equations of motion describing both of these conditions are

developed for a general two-body configuration, * so that the analytical

techniques will be applicable to any spacecraft configuration with the

appropriate parameter substitutions. Examples of parameter determina-

tion and substitution will be given using the MM'71 scan platform configura-

tion.

A. Equations of Motion About the Axis of Revolution

A hypothetical spacecraft bus structure and scan platform configura-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 2, with a free-body diagram of the bus and plat-

form during a rotation of the platform about an axis perpendicular to the

>'The analytical formulation of this problem and many of the following
expressions the result of the original work of G. E. Fleischer.
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plane of the figure. The torque equations about the center of mass of the

scan platform and spacecraft bus, respectively, are given by

I =s T - f (0s - ) - F k sin 0 + F k.cos 0 (1)snsn h h sn s/c x sn y sn

I 0 ~ -Th +f( -O )F co8 - s0s/c s/c -Th+ fh(6sn s/c) + y s S/c x sin /c (2)

The force equations on the spacecraft bus and scan platform

respectively are

Fx m 1 X~kl

Fy m Y/ s (3)

F = m X

y s/c s/c

F = - m Xx sn sn

F = - m Y (4)y sn sn

From Fig. 1, it can be observed that

X = X + cos 0 + k cos 0O
sn s/c s/c sn

Y = Y + Q sin 0 + k sin 0 (5)sn s/c s/c sn

Differentiating the equations above twice and substituting from

Eqs. (3) and (4), we find

m ms/cm sn 2Fs/c + cos 0 + e sin 0e
x mS/C + m s /c s/ c s/c s/c

*2 + ..inOn~n+ k cos0 sn (6)sn sn sn

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 3



F = s/cr sn 2 sin 0 - Q cos 0 O

m rm
s/c sn

m = m ++ms/c sn

(7)

(8)

(9)h = kh( snc + /c - sn)

so that, substituting Eqs. (6) through (9) into (1) and (2), we find that

(Isn +mk )sn +mkl cos (O -- sn)s/c mk sin (O/c - 8sn )0
sn sn s,-c sn s/c (/ sn s/c

+ fh(sn - s/c) + kh(Osn - 8/c - 0 ) = 0h sn s/c h sn s/c snc
(10)

and

(Is/c +mi )0s/c + mk cos (8s/c - Osn ) + mk sin (8O/c - sn)

+ fh(Os/c - 8) )kh( 8  + +/c -sn ) =hsc sn kh snc s/c sn (11)

Equations (10) and (11) describe the rotational motion of the scan plat-

form and spacecraft bus in inertial coordinates. In actual flight, however,

only the inertial displacement of the spacecraft bus can be observed, while

the relative displacement and rate between the scan platform and the bus

structure are known functions of the scan actuator design and are determined

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624
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from preflight tests. The displacement of the scan platform relative to the

spacecraft bus can be determined by

0sn = 0S/c+ +q (12)sn 0s/c q

Performing the required differentation on Eq. (12) and substituting

into Eqs. (10) and (11), we determine the following expression, which

describes the motion of the spacecraft in terms of the known platform

relative displacement, rate, and acceleration:

(Isn +mk 2 )6 + + k 2 + mkR cos (O )]+s
sn+ mk2 s( q /c

+ mk) sin (q)0/c + fh(6q) + kh(0 q  0 snc) (13)q s/c h q h q snc

[Is/c + mr 2 + mtk cos + m+k cos q 6
[ lcq) ] s / c q q

- mk sin (O ) (0 2  + 26  + +)- f (h)q + k( - q) = 0
q s /c s/c q q h q h snc q

(14)

Assuming that all rate products are small relative to other terms; we

can solve Eqs. (13) and (14) for the ratio of the spacecraft bus inertial

acceleration to platform relative acceleration as follows:

- I + m[k2 + 2k cos (s )]

Is/ sn + I + mk + 2 + 22k cos (0 q)

When the initial spacecraft rate and scan slew rate are zero, the above ratio

is also the ratio of the spacecraft rate to slew rate.

In Section III, it will be demonstrated that the above ratio is accurate

to within 5% and can be used to determine the magnitude of the slewing

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 5



disturbance observed by the spacecraft bus about the axis of platform

revolution.

B. Equations of Motion About Axes Orthogonal to the
Scan Platform Axis of Revolution

1. Single-degree-of-freedom platform. The free-body diagram

in Fig. 2 shows that reaction forces are produced at the axis of revolution

or hingepoint in a plane perpendicular to the axis of platform revolution. *

These forces may be resolved along the spacecraft coordinate axes, and the

disturbance torques produced by them can be evaluated if the position of the

spacecraft bus center of mass is known relative to the platform hingepoint.

A hypothetical right-handed spacecraft bus mass-centered coordinate

system is illustrated in Fig. 3, with reaction forces from a scan platform

slew located at some hinge coordinates Ph' Yh' Rh. The torque produced

by these forces is expressed by

T = - FyRh + F Y h  (16)

T = FpR h - F P (17)y ph rh

r FyPh FpYh  (18)

If the spacecraft bus products of inertia are small relative to the

moments of inertia, the products of all angular rates are small, and the

platform has only one degree of freedom, we can make the following

approximation:

T = pp 0p (19)
P PP P

T = I (20)
Y YY YTy Iyyy (0

T = I 9 (21)r rr r

*This analysis assumes that the spacecraft bus, scan platform, and hinge
axis are in the same plane.

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-6246



If the angular rate products are also assumed small in the

evaluation of F and F from Eqs. (6) and (7), we can make thex y
approximation:

Fx = (O s n osn (22)

F = f(O )b (22)
x sn sng (Osn)O 5  (23)

When F and F from Eqs. (22) and (23) are resolved into F Fy, andx y p
F in Eqs. (16), (17), and (18), the ratio of the spacecraft angular accelera-
r

ation to scan slewing acceleration in each axis can be determined.

2. Two-degree-of-freedom scan platform. A hypothetical

spacecraft and scan platform are illustrated in Fig. 4. The difference

between Figs. 2 and 4 is that a force has been added to the spacecraft bus in

Fig. 4, and there are no commanded changes in the relative position of the

scan platform. The force is applied at the scan hingepoint and is in the

plane of the figure. This force is a reaction force on the spacecraft result-

ing from a slew about an axis orthogonal to the force and in the plane of the

figure. In this section, we will derive the single-axis equations of motion of

a spacecraft and scan platform about an axis orthogonal to the slewing axis.

There are two assumptions made in this derivation which make it sub-

stantially different from the derivation of motion about the slewing axis:

(1) The products of inertia terms containing angular accelerations

contribute significantly to the evaluation of disturbances in axes

orthogonal to the slewing axes.

(2) For a large spacecraft, the torque produced by the reaction

forces in the axes orthogonal to the slewing axes do not accel-

erate the spacecraft enough to cause large differences in the

inertial scan acceleration (0 sn) and the inertial spacecraft

acceleration (E /c). Therefore, in the axes orthogonal to the

slewing axes, i s/c will be assumed equal to 6sn , or

0s/c = sn (24)s/c s

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 7



The torque equations about the center of mass of the spacecraft bus

and scan platform, respectively, are

'I 6 = (F + F sin Of) Q cos 0 S/c - (Fx + F cos Of) Q sin 0s/cs/c s/c y s/cx

+ TH + fh(0sn - sc ) +I O + I Sn s/c sx x sy y

I O = F k cos O - F k sin - T H - f(0 - )
sn sn y sn x sn H h sn /c

(25)

(26)

The force equations on the spacecraft bus and scan platform, respec-

tively, are given by

F + F cos f = m Xx f s/c s/c
(27)

F + F sin = m Yy f s/c s/c

F = -m X
x sn sn

(28)
F = -m Y

y sn sn

From Fig. 4, it can be observed that

X = X + cos S + k cos 8
sn s/c s/c sn

Y = Y + Qsin O + k sin Osn s/c s/c sn
(29)

Differentiating the above equations twice and substituting from

Eqs. (27) and (28), we find that

+ m /F cos 9fF = - sc m sn(F cos f- cos 8

S/ m +m-+sn cms/c sn ms/c

.2
- I sin 0sc / c - k cos 0sn sns/c s/c sn sn

12
s/c s/c

- k sin 0 )
sn sn

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624
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ms / c ms n

s/c sn

F sin 0f 2
m se sin 0S/Cs/c

+ cos 0 8 - k sin 6 62 +k cos O n )
S/C /c sn sn sn sn (31)

Substituting Eqs. (30), (31), and (8) into Eqs. (25) and (26), we find that

2 -+ m)k (6 0 s sin ( -')6
(Is/c + mg) s/c cosn )sn (s/c sn sn

+ fh( s/c -

+ F cos Of

-mc~ Cos/ + fcs / c6sn) - TH = F sin0 f m s/c + 0

/mQ sin E)sns/c sin s / + IS Oxx + IOsYy

S/C
(32)

(Isn + mk )0 sn + mk cos (8s/c - sn )s/c -mk2 sin (sc -sn

fh(sn s/c ) H

= F sin Of s ) + F cos Of s
f m S/ f~ ~_l/c

(33)

Since x and y are defined to be in the plane of the slewing axis, they
x y

are related to the slewing acceleration as follows:

6 = RO cos a
x slew

O = Rey slew

(34)
sin a

where R is the ratio of spacecraft acceleration to slewing acceleration

defined in Eq. (15) and a is the angle the slewing axis or axis of revolution

makes with the X axis in Fig. 4.

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 9



Adding Eqs. (32) and (33) and substituting from Eq. (34), we find that

s/c[Isic + mkM cos (O- O ) + m2s/c scs /

+ 0sn[ Isn
2

+mk + mrk cos (sn - )]

= F sin O m (k cos nf L ms/c sn + £cos Os/c) + cos s/c]

+ F cos fm ms(k sin s + 2 sin /) - 2 sin 0/]/ ms s/ n s/c -s/C

+ 62 mik sin (0s - 0 ) - 62 mik sin (O - OS/C S/C sn sn s/c sn)

(35)
+ (I R cos + ysR sin )slew

Substituting es/c = sn as in Eq. (24) and ignoring all products of
angular rates as being small relative to the other terms, we find thatangular rates as being small relative to the other terms, we find that

= hslew slew (36)

The term hslew is a function of the slewing configuration evaluated in the

plane perpendicular to the slewing axis and is evaluated from Eqs. (6) and

(7) as follows:

hslew F cos 0 + F sin 0
slew x 0 y 0

where 00 is the angle between the plane of Fig. 4 and the positive inertial

X direction defined in Fig. 2.

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624'10



The ratio of the inertial spacecraft rate about an axis orthogonal to

the slewing rate to the relative scan slewing rate can be evaluated from

Eqs. (35) and (36) as follows:

h 1 slew}sinf[ (k cos an +Icos/c)+Icos/c] +cosOf[m (I sin Os/c +k sin /n)- ]sinG/c] +IxRcosa+I Rsina
2/I 2 s /I ,.

~slew s/c + ~ i + k + I 
+ 

Zmktlcos (e - el /

(37)

It will be demonstrated in Section III that the above ratio is accurate

to within 10% subject to the limitation that the products of inertia about the

spacecraft bus axis perpendicular to the platform axis of revolution are very

small or are known accurately.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF MM'71 SCAN
PLATFORM DYNAMIC INTERACTION

Extensive computer simulations of the MM'71 attitude control sub-

system and spacecraft dynamic interaction prior to launch verified the

adequacy of all of the attitude control subsystem designs. The spacecraft-

scan platform dynamic interaction was also investigated to evaluate the

effect of scan platform dynamic coupling on gas consumption in the celestial

cruise mode (Ref. 1).

Based on these simulations, spacecraft performance predictions were

prepared to evaluate the observed flight performance. As flight data

became available, it was apparent that the predictions did not match the

observed performance in the following areas:

(1) The rates induced in all axes as a result of a scan slew were

larger than anticipated.

(2) The large pitch/yaw plane disturbance resulting from a clock

slew was not anticipated.

To resolve the conflict between the predictions and flight observations,

two parallel investigations were made. A dynamic analysis (presented in

Section II) and a dynamic simulation were constructed which modeled the

spacecraft bus and scan platform as two rigid bodies connected by a two-

degree-of-freedom hinge. The dynamic equations of motion in the two-body

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-624 11



simulation are solved by a computer subroutine MLTBDY (Ref. 2) developed

to study spacecraft with multiple rigid parts connected by hinged spring/

damper systems. The results of the analysis and computer simulations

both agreed closely with the observed flight data.

This section will outline the development of the scan actuator model,

compare the model response to the simulated response, and demonstrate

the accuracy of the computer simulation and analysis techniques.

A. Scan Platform Dynamic Model Development

A typical scan slew consists of a clock slew, followed 1 s later by a

cone slew. Each slew is performed in 0. 25-deg increments once a second.

The on-board computer orders the clock or cone axes to step 0. 25 deg by

sending a command to a sequencing circuit, which issues four commands to

a stepper motor causing it to rotate one complete revolution. The stepper

motor drives a reference potentiometer, which provides the error signal to

the scan actuator servo motor. The stepper motor actuation sequence, the

scan platform response, and the dynamic actuator model used to model

the stepper motor gear train and scan platform are illustrated in Fig. 5.

A simple spring/viscous damper model was sought which would

accurately model the servo motor gear train feedback loop.

The scan control system design documentation (Ref. 3) and a sub-

sequent dynamic analysis (Ref. 2) describe a scan servo-load analysis

similar to that presented in Appendix A. The linearized scan control sys-

tem block diagram based on this analysis is shown in Fig. 6a. The simu-

lated platform displacement resulting from a 0. 25-deg step command is

illustrated by curve 2 in Fig. 7.

The measured actuator shaft displacement without the platform load

for a 0. 25-deg step command is shown as curve 1 in Fig. 7. The close

agreement between the analytical model displacement and the measured

actuator displacement apparently validated the analytical model. The

structure of the simulation program and the analytic expressions required

that the displacement of the scan platform be determined as a function of the

platform inertia Jl' a spring constant Kh, and a viscous damping coefficient

fh, as illustrated in Fig. 6b. The mechanical stiffness of the actuator
mechanism was evaluated in static deflection tests and proved to be a
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nonlinear function of displacement. For small deflections, the nonlinear

stiffness was approximated as 4068 N-m/rad. Since the platform inertia

was known, a complete model could be constructed with the selection of a

damping coefficient such that the scan displacement determined from the

actuator model was reproduced. A series of single-axis simulations quickly

converged to a viscous damping coefficient of about 678 N-m/rad/s.

A series of simulations of MM'71 gas consumption anomalies related

to the scan platform dynamic interaction with the spacecraft (discussed in

Section III-B) revealed that the peak spacecraft rates resulting from a

0. 25-deg platform displacement were much greater than predicted by the

existing models. Reducing the viscous damping coefficient in the dynamic

simulations from 678 to 407 N-m/rad/s produced the desired spacecraft rate

disturbances, but the platform displacement characteristics illustrated by

curve 3 in Fig. 7 differed significantly from other model predictions

(curve 2) and preflight actuator displacement measurements (curve 1).

It was determined that previous analyses and modeling had ignored

the displacement in the actuator gear train in determining the position of the

feedback potentiometer. When this effect was considered in the analysis

(see Appendix B for details), the scan control system linear servo block

diagram presented in Fig. 6c resulted. The relative platform displacement

using this model is illustrated by curve 4 in Fig. 7. The relative platform

angular rates corresponding to curves 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 7 are shown by

curves 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in Fig. 8. The peak-to-peak platform

rate must be at least 0. 032 rad/s to cause the observed spacecraft distur-

bance. The initial scan control system model rate, curve 2 in Fig. 8,

reaches a peak rate of only 0.015 rad/s. The model used in the dynamic

simulations, curve 3 in Fig. 8, does have the required rate increment but

is a conservative model if the 0.035-rad/s peak-to-peak rates implied by

curve 4 are closer to the actual platform rates.

It is concluded that the simplified spring/mass/damper model

(Fig. 6b) is desirable in the digital computer model to reduce the run time

expense and at the same time, provide all the dynamic characteristics

necessary for detailed analysis and evaluation.
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B. Scan Platform Dynamic Interaction Computer Simulation Results

The MM'71 mission revealed that the existing scan interaction model

did not accurately predict spacecraft flight performance. For example,

8 days after orbit insertion, the spacecraft Canopus tracker experienced

straylight interference from the small Martian moon, Phobos. To prevent

loss of the roll celestial reference during the disturbance periods, the

spacecraft was placed in the roll-axis inertial mode. However, during the

periods of roll-axis inertial operation and clock-axis slewing, an excessive

amount of attitude control gas was used. The existing scan platform slewing

simulations with a damping coefficient of 678 N-m/rad/s did not indicate

that a gas consumption problem existed, but additional simulations with a

reduced equivalent viscous damping coefficient of about 406. 8 N-m/rad/s

did reproduce the observed flight gas consumption.

The magnitude of the observed spacecraft rate disturbance is a func-

tion of the actuator stiffness and viscous damping coefficients. As the

damping coefficient is decreased, the peak spacecraft rate disturbance is

increased, although the average spacecraft rate remains a fixed function of

the constant average slewing rate. The gas used during a clock-axis slew

must be evaluated for two separate cases.

In the first case, the peak spacecraft rate disturbance resulting from

a 0. 25-deg clock step exceeds the roll-axis rate plus position deadband each

scan step. In this case (Fig. 9), the rate increment is positioned such that

the average spacecraft rate is about zero, but the gas jets are fired in one

direction during the slew transient and the other direction when the transient
-3dies out. The gas consumption in this mode is about 0. 021 X 10 3 kg per

clock-axis step.

In the second case, the peak spacecraft roll rate induced during a

clock-axis slew is less than the total rate deadband. In this mode of opera-

tion, the gas consumption in the roll-axis inertial mode is directly propor-

tional to the peak spacecraft rate resulting from a clock-axis scan slew.

Initially, the peak induced spacecraft rates are forced by gas jet firings to

be constrained within the rate deadbands, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The

gas consumption during this period can be estimated by
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z6
s sGT= - W

AO P

where

6 = peak spacecraft rate resulting from a scan slew
ss

-6A0 = spacecraft rate increment per gas jet pulse = (30 X 10 6 rad/s)

W = gas weight per pulse
P

After the average spacecraft rate is brought to within a single gas

jet pulse of zero rate, the time between gas jet pulses is also a function of

the peak slew induced spacecraft rate. The gas consumption can be

evaluated if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) The spacecraft peak rate disturbance due to a scan slew is less

than the total rate deadband.

(2) The spacecraft position is such that no gas jets fire between

scan steps.

(3) The average spacecraft rate is within one gas jet pulse at zero

spacecraft rate.

When the above conditions are satisfied, the operational position dead-

band width can be evaluated by

o = (26 -0 )T
es db ss rp

where

0es = the equivalent position deadband width during steady-statees
scan slewing in the inertial mode

db = the rate magnitude which causes the gas jets to fire when the

spacecraft position is at null = 356 X 10 6rad/s

T = the rate-to-position gain in the rate-plus-position mode during
rpscan sewing = 4. 23 sscan slewing = 4. 23 s
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The gas consumption in this operating mode can be conservatively

estimated by

GR = GPA
6

es

where

GR = the gas consumption rate during scan slewing in the inertial

mode after the initial transient is removed in kg/s

-6
GP = the gas use per gas jet firing = 7.07 X 10 6 kg/pulse

For a viscous damping coefficient of 542. 4 N-m/rad/s, the peak

spacecraft rate disturbance is 400 pLrad/s. For this case, the steady-

state slewing gas consumption in the roll inertial mode is about
-71. 58 X 107 kg/step.

During the initial MM'71 Phobos interference periods, about 2000

0. Z5-deg clock steps were taken in the roll inertial, mode and an excess
-3of about 41 x 10 3kg of gas was used. Clearly, the damping coefficient

must have been in the neighborhood of 407 X 10 - 3 N-m/rad/s to explain the

observed flight gas consumption.

To further verify the modeling technique, an actual flight slewing

sequence on GMT 056:08:03 was simulated, and the results were compared

to spacecraft flight telemetry data.

The spacecraft pitch, yaw, and roll position telemetry values are

plotted in Fig. 11 and compared to the results of a computer simulation.

The initial rates in the simulation are to be the same as the spacecraft's,

and the initial positions at slew start are very close, except in the yaw

axes. The pitch and roll simulated position errors are almost identical to

the observed flight data, except that the flight derived rate damping appears

to be better than the simulated derived rate damping.

The yaw-axis simulated initial position is offset slightly from the

spacecraft position, but this should have negligible impact on the simulated

position error signal characteristics. The yaw position error indicates the

presence of a small positive disturbance torque that is slightly larger in the

simulation than on the actual spacecraft. The difference between the torque
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magnitude observed in the simulation and actual flight data is very small

and is probably the result of errors in the spacecraft inertia and center-of-

mass estimates used in the simulation.

In summary, the two-body computer simulation very closely repro-

duced the observed MM'71 flight performance. Had this simulation method

been in existence prior to the flight, scan control system design changes

or at least, operational changes, would have been made. The fact that

actual flight situations have been accurately simulated should provide the

reassurances necessary to make multi-rigid-body simulations the principal

design and evaluation tool in scan actuator and control system design.

IV. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF MM'71 SCAN
PLATFORM DYNAMIC INTERACTION

The following discussion uses the analytical technique developed in

Section II to evaluate the MM'71 spacecraft scan platform dynamic inter-

action. The objective of this effort is to verify that the analytical methods

developed here can be used to determine, with reasonable accuracy, the

pertinent spacecraft dynamic information needed for scan platform and

actuator design and evaluation. Each parameter used in the development of

Eqs. (1) through (37) will be defined for both the clock and cone scan plat-

form slewing axes, and the ratio of accelerations about the axis of revolution

and due to the reaction forces will be determined.

A. Cone-Axis Scan Platform Slewing Configuration and Disturbances

1. Axis of revolution configuration and disturbances (cone slew).

The MM'71 scan platform cone-axis configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The cone axis of revolution is perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and

has the following location in the spacecraft bus coordinate system:

R h = 0.0015 m

Yh = -0.076 m

Rh = 0.637 m
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With the aid of Fig. 1 and Table 1, it is possible to determine the relation-

ships that describe the variables used in Eqs. (1) through (15) in terms of

celestial position error angles and the scan platform clock and cone positions

during a cone slew.

Substituting the values obtained in Eq. (15) reveals that the ratio of the

spacecraft rate or acceleration to the scan slewing rate or acceleration is

-0. 0455 for a cone slew. Appendix C demonstrates a method of determining

the approximate relative scan slewing rate as a function of time. The

analysis also evaluates the peak relative scan slewing rate during a 0. 25-deg

scan slew to be about 0. 0326 rad/s. Multiplying the ratio of spacecraft rate

to scan slewing rate by the peak scan slewing rate indicates that the peak

spacecraft rate observed in the pitch-yaw plane during a cone slew will be
-3about 1.482 X 10-3 rad/s.

Fig. 12 illustrates the simulated pitch-, and yaw-, and roll-rate

disturbance during two 0. 25-deg cone-axis steps. The peak pitch-yaw plane
-3

disturbance is determined to be 1. 440 X 10 3rad/s from the simulation

and agrees within 5% with the analytical determination.

2. Configuration and disturbances in the axis orthogonal to the

cone slewing axis. The MM'71 scan platform has two orthogonal degrees of

freedom. The axis orthogonal to the cone axis is the clock axis. The

clock-axis configuration is illustrated in Fig. 13. With the aid of Fig. 13

and Table 1, it is possible to determine the relationships that describe the

variables used in Eqs. (24) through (37) in terms of celestial position error

angles and the scan platform clock and cone angles during a cone-axis slew.

Substituting the values obtained into Eq. (37) reveals that the ratio of

spacecraft rate or acceleration about the clock axis to the cone axis rate or

acceleration is -0. 001106. The peak cone-axis rate, as determined from

the relations in Appendix C, is 0. 0326 rad/s so that the evaluated peak roll
-6rate is 36 X 106 rad/s. Figure 13 shows that the peak roll rate for two

0. 25-deg cone steps is 37 X 10- 6 rad/s, well within a 5% error tolerance.

B. Clock-Axis Scan Platform Slewing Configuration and Disturbances

1. Axis of revolution configurations and disturbances (clock slew).

The MM'71 scan platform clock-axis configuration is illustrated in Fig. 13.
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The clock axis is perpendicular to the plane of the paper and has the same

coordinate location in the spacecraft coordinate system as the cone axis.

With the aid of Fig. 13 and Table 1, it is possible to determine the

relationships that describe the variables used in Eqs. (1) through (15) in

terms of celestial error angles and the scan platform clock and cone posi-

tions during a clock-axis slew.

Substituting the values obtained in Eq. (15) reveals that the ratio of

spacecraft rate or acceleration to the scan slewing rate or acceleration is

-0. 0214. Appendix C describes the method for determining the approxi-

mate relative scan slewing rate as a function of time. The peak slewing

rate determined from this analysis is 0. 0313 rad/s. Multiplying the ratio

of spacecraft rate to scan slewing rate by the peak scan slewing rate indi-

cates that the peak spacecraft roll rate during a clock slew will be about

672 X 10 - 6 rad/s. Figure 14 illustrates the simulated pitch, yaw, and roll

rate disturbances during two 0. 25-deg clock-axis steps. The peak roll-axis

rate is observed to be 700 X 10-6 rad/s from the simulation and agrees

within 5% with the analytical determination.

2. Configuration and disturbances in the axis orthogonal to the

clock slewing axis. The scan platform cone axis is orthogonal to the clock

axis. The cone axis configuration and variable definitions are illustrated in

Fig. 1. Substituting the variable values determined from Fig. 1 and Table 1

into Eq. (37) reveals that the ratio of spacecraft rate or acceleration about

the cone axis to the clock-axis rate or acceleration is -0. 02058. The peak

clock-axis rate, as determined from the relations in Appendix C, is

0.0313 rad/s, so that the evaluated peak spacecraft rate around the cone

axis is 644.0 X 10 6 rad/s (assuming negligible products of inertia). The

cone axis lies in the pitch-yaw plane, so that the peak spacecraft rate

disturbance around the cone axis can be resolved into components along the

pitch and yaw axes. For the clock slew simulated in Fig. 14, the evaluated

pitch maximum rate is 381 X 10 6 rad/s, and the maximum yaw rate is

521. 7 X 10 rad/s. The evaluated peak pitch rate differs from the simu-

lated rate by 50 X 10 - 6 rad/s, or about 12%. The evaluated peak yaw rate

differs from the simulated rate by 90 X 10 6 rad/s, or about 20%. The

large evaluation error resulted because the products of inertia about the
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cone axis were significant but unknown and were assumed to be zero for the

evaluation. Therefore, accurate evaluation of the disturbances in axes

orthogonal to the slewing axis must be limited to those cases in which the

products of inertia are small or are known accurately.

V. ATTITUDE CONTROL GAS CONSUMPTION RESULTING FROM
THE FORCED RELATIVE MOTION OF TWO BODIES IN SPACE

When two bodies move relative to each other in space in the absence

of external disturbances, a corresponding change in the inertial position of

both bodies is required so that the composite center of mass of the two

bodies does not move in the inertial frame. This principle is illustrated in

Fig. 15. When the position displacement of a three-axis-controlled space-

craft exceeds the deadband values, the gas jets fire in an attempt to keep the

position errors within the specified pointing allowance. The object of this

section is to outline guidelines which will enable analysts to determine (on

the average) the amount of attitude control gas that will be used for a given

platform-spacecraft configuration, slewing rate, slew size, and attitude

control system.

The principal step in determining the attitude control system gas usage

during a scan slew is to evaluate the average momentum imparted to each

spacecraft axis as a function of the average slewing rate. The amount of

gas used in each axis is proportional to the average momentum imparted

to that axis and the duration or length of the slew. The analytical tools to

accomplish the above evaluations will be developed in this section, and

examples of MM'71 scan platform gas consumption evaluations will be

presented.

A. Determination of the Angular Momentum in Each of the Three
Spacecraft Axes as a Result of the Forced Relative Motion of
Two Bodies

When two bodies move relative to each other in space, the average

induced spacecraft bus rate about the axis of relative motion or revolution

can be evaluated using Eq. (15), the ratio of the spacecraft rate to the scan

slewing rate. For example, the evaluated MM'71 ratio of spacecraft rate

to clock-axis slewing rate was determined to be -0. 0214. The commanded
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slewing rate is a constant 0. 0044 rad/s, so that the average spacecraft

rate about the clock axis is 94. 2 x 10 - 6 rad/s.

The disturbance in the axis orthogonal to the slewing axis is deter-

mined from Eq. (37), the ratio of the spacecraft rate about an axis orthogo-

nal to the slewing axis to the slewing rate. For example, the MM'71 ratio

of the spacecraft rate in the spacecraft pitch-yaw plane to the clock-axis

slewing rate was calculated to be -0. 02058. The average clock-axis rate is

0. 0044 rad/s, so that the average spacecraft rate in the pitch-yaw plane is

90.6 x 10 - 6 rad/s. Both of these average rates can be verified in Fig. 14

by evaluating the average slope of the spacecraft position error values

during a 0. 25-deg clock-axis step.

In the cone axis, the evaluated MM'71 ratio of spacecraft rate to cone

slewing rate was determined to be -0. 0455. The commanded slewing rate

is 0.0044 rad/s, and so the average spacecraft rate about the cone axis is

198 x 1o0- 6 rad/s.

The disturbance in the axis orthogonal to the slewing axis is deter-

mined from Eq. (37), the ratio of the spacecraft rate about an axis orthogo-

nal to the slewing axis to the slewing rate. For example, the MM'71 ratio

of the spacecraft rate about the roll axis to the cone-axis slewing rate was

calculated to be -0. 001106. The average cone axis rate is 0.0044 rad/s,

so that the average roll-axis rate resulting from a cone slew is

4.8 X 10-6 rad/s. Both of these average rates can be verified in Fig. 12

by evaluating the average slope of the spacecraft position error values

during a 0. 25-deg cone-axis step.

B. Determination of the Gas Required to Remove the Angular
Momentum Resulting From the Forced Relative Motion of
Two Bodies

The amount of attitude control gas used during any appendage move-

ment is a function of

(1) The average and peak magnitude of the angular momentum

imparted to each axis. (This is a function of the slewing rate. )

(2) The duration of the slew.

(3) The attitude control implementation or mode.
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An important factor in evaluating the amount of gas that will be

used during appendage slewing is the attitude control implementation or

mode. For example, each controlled axis on MM'71 used a bang-bang

system with a deadband and derived-rate feedback. No gas jets were fired

until the deadband was exceeded, and then the gas jets were constrained to

a duty cycle of less than 10%. The result of this type of control is a posi-

tion hang-off which may exceed 2 mrad if the scan slew is long enough

(Fig. 16a). However, the slews generally required less time than that

required to reverse the average rate disturbance due to slewing and resulted

in a gas saving (see Fig. 16b).

This performance may be compared to MM'71 slewing in the inertial

mode demonstrated in Fig. 9. In this mode, the gas consumption is

proportional to the peak induced spacecraft rate and is much greater than in

the derived-rate mode.

Future spacecraft may require slewing in the inertial mode or have

rate estimators that are not disabled during slewing. In such cases, the

gas consumption is a function of the peak spacecraft rate in each axis and

can be determined using the methods described previously. In general,

however, scan slewing will be done in the celestially oriented mode, with

the rate estimator or gyro rate information disabled to the switching ampli-

fier while the spacecraft position error is within the position deadbands. In

this mode, the average gas consumption is proportional to the slew length up

to some maximum value. *

The maximum amount of gas used in each axis during any slew is

2M DF
gmax L Ip

sp

where

ISp = specific impulse of the attitude control gas (68 s for MM'71)
Isp

M = average momentum imparted to the spacecraft axis in question

during a slew

*The systematic method of evaluating gas consumption due to scan slewing
presented here was first outlined by R. S. Edmunds (Ref. 4).
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L = length of the gas jet lever arm about the axis in question

DF = damping factor of the attitude control system in the axis in

que stion

The damping factor is the ratio of the absolute value of the sum of the

average spacecraft rate coming into a spacecraft deadband before the gas

jets are fired and the spacecraft rate coming back into the position dead-

bands after the gas jet firings tothe average spacecraft rate before the gas

jets are fired. This ratio is expressed by

b +6
DF = b (39)6b

wher e

0b = spacecraft rate before gas jet firings (see Fig. 16)

oa = spacecraft rate after gas jet firings.

The MM'71 damping factor was about 1. 3 in all axes. The factor 2 in
Eq. (38) accounts for the fact that if slewing momentum is removed from

the spacecraft with gas jets during a slew, it must be returned to the space-

craft after the slew is completed, as illustrated in Fig. 16a. The maximum
amount of gas is used in each axis if the slew lasts for t seconds after the

g
deadband has been exceeded. This number is a function of the attitude con-
trol strategy. On MM'71, a derived-rate system was used which limited

gas jet pulsing to about one pulse every 2. 2 s. Therefore, t may be evalu-
g

ated in each axis by

t = a p (40)
g 0p r

p

wher e

0a = average spacecraft rate induced during a slew

0 = spacecraft rate due to one gas jet pulse
P
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P = maximum gas jet pulse rate in the control mode existing
r

during slewing

Table 2 lists the MM'71 values of t for both clock and cone slews.
g

The position deadband in a given spacecraft axis will always be exceeded if

a slew lasts for t seconds. The value of the maximum transit time (tt) is

0db ~ (41 )
tt = (41)Oa

where 0db = the position deadband width.

The MM'71 transit time values are listed in Table 2. The gas con-

sumption for a given slew magnitude can now be calculated as follows (where

t = slew duration):
s

Case 1

0< t < t
s g

W = W -K
g gmax 0

6t
a sK a (42)

0idb

Case 2

t <t < t
g s t

Wg = Wgmax 1

6 t
K as (43)1 0 db
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Case 3

tt <t < t + tt s t g

W =W K
g gmax2

t
K2 S (44)

K2 _(t t + tg)

Case 4

t +t < tt g s

W = Wgmax (45)g gmax

The values of the various Mariner gains (K) are given in Table 2.

A method similar to the one described above (Ref. 4) was used to

calculate the MM'71 gas consumption for 10 high-activity orbits. The

values obtained in this evaluation closely matched the observed gas

consumption.

C. Summary and Conclusions

In this section, a method of estimating the amount of attitude control

gas consumed in a given scan slew has been proposed. This method

assumes that the approximate spacecraft rate at slew start is zero, and the

spacecraft position at slew start has an equal probability of being anywhere

in the position deadband. Most slewing sequences have many slews close

together, so that only a small percentage of the slews may be considered

independent. However, MM'71 experience indicates that each slew may be

considered independent for gas consumption evaluations and will provide

reasonably accurate long-term gas usage estimates.
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VI. DESIGN AND CONTROL OF ARTICULATED
SPACECRAFT PLATFORMS

The configuration, location on the spacecraft bus, and control of

articulated spacecraft packages such as scan platforms, antennas, solar

panels, etc., should be accomplished as a combined effort with a common

objective. Unfortunately, many times the articulated package is configured

independent of its actuating mechanism, and the actuating mechanism and

control strategy are a compromise selected for economy or versatility.

The purpose of this section is to establish a consistent set of design objec-

tives compatible with all facets of design and control of articulated space-

craft packages. As examples, guidelines will be recommended in

(1) Package configuration and location on the spacecraft.

(2) Actuator mechanism capabilities and control system design.

A. Design Objective

When one body is forced to move relative to another in space, a

dynamic interaction occurs, as described earlier, and electrical power is

required. Minimizing these disturbances to the spacecraft usually results

in other design benefits or advantages. For example, minimum power

requirements usually imply minimum actuator size and weight, and a mini-

mum dynamic disturbance implies that a minimum amount of attitude control

gas will be required to achieve the desired level of control.

It is regrettable that the most desirable designs in all subsystems

must be compromised for economy and development reasons. However,

this compromise should not alter the idealized design objectives, only the

implementation schemes. The following objectives are proposed in the

design of articulated packages and their actuator mechanisms:

(1) Satisfy the package articulation requirements, such as

(a) Field of view.

(b) Accuracy of pointing.

(c) Rate of pointing.

(Z) Minimize the disturbance resulting from the articulation on all

spacecraft subsystems.
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In the actual design of an articulated package and control system, the

above objectives must be evaluated within the framework of a specific space-

craft design. For example, in a given design, power allocations to the

articulation control system may be generous, or short-duration, large rate

disturbances may not have any impact on the attitude control subsystem or

expendable gas consumption. In cases like these, it is desirable but not

necessary to follow the guidelines presented in the following sections.

B. Design and Location of Articulated Spacecraft Packages

It is assumed that two basic types of articulated packages exist on the

spacecraft. The first type has a fixed configuration such as an antenna,

but location of the actuator mechanism is flexible; the second has many

small components with a flexible center of mass and actuator configuration,

such as the science instrument platform. Each of these articulated packages

may have more than one degree of freedom, but the design guidelines are

the same in all cases.

This section outlines the articulated package configuration design

guidelines forthe two basic steps in articulated package design:

(1) Design of the package configuration.

(2) Location of the package on the spacecraft.

The articulated package includes all components that must move

relative to the spacecraft bus structure. Equation (15) reveals that the

spacecraft dynamic disturbances about axes parallel to the axis of revolu-

tion are minimized if the distance from the actuator axis of revolution to the

package center of mass, k, is minimized (see Fig. 2). Ideally, the axis of

revolution for all degrees of freedom should pass through the package center

of mass. When the package is located on the spacecraft bus and k is not

zero, all torques resulting from the reaction forces at the hinge are

minimized if the distance from the effective actuator hingepoint to the

spacecraft center of mass is selected as small as possible. In Eqs. (15)

and (37) and Figs. 2 and 4, this is equivalent to minimizing l.
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C. Articulated Package Actuator and Controls Design Guidelines

The actuator is the electromechanical link between the spacecraft and

the articulated package. In general, it is desirable to make this link as stiff

as possible to keep the natural frequency of the spacecraft-actuator package

as high as possible and therefore minimize any possible interference with the

low-frequency spacecraft attitude control system. The spectrum of possible

actuator designs and control concepts is so broad that specific recommenda-

tions are futile. In general, however, the design which minimizes the

articulated package acceleration relative to the spacecraft bus will mini-

mize disturbances to the spacecraft bus structure.

D. Guideline Summary

The MM'71 scan platform actuator and control system will be

evaluated here relative to each of the guidelines drawn in the preceding

paragraphs.

The now historic record of MM'71 indicates that the scientific instru-

ments had an adequate field of view, were pointed accurately, and the

0. 25-deg/s slewing rate was satisfactory. It has also been demonstrated

that scan slewing power requirements were reasonable and were never the

determining factor in operational strategy decisions.

The scan platform's center-of-mass location relative to the platform

axes of revolution left much to be desired. The cone axis of revolution was

displayed from the scan platform center of mass by 0. 3 m. The clock axis

of revolution displacement from the scan center of mass was a function of

the cone angle, with a mean value of about 0. 26 m.

The platform was located as close to the spacecraft center of mass as

configuration limitations allowed. The actual hingepoint was still in excess

of 0. 61 m from the spacecraft bus center of mass. This large lever arm

was the mechanism which caused the large pitch- and yaw-axis disturbances

during a clock-axis slew. Conversely, the negligible roll disturbance

resulting from a cone slew was the consequence of a very short lever arm

from the cone axis of revolution to the axis parallel to the roll axis,

originating at the spacecraft bus center of mass.

The scan actuator and control system design analyses (Ref. 4) and

preflight tests indicated that the relative scan displacement was more than
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critically damped and would have resulted in a very small peak spacecraft

rate disturbance, but flight performance indicated otherwise. It is impos-

sible to determine whether a modeling oversight actually occurred, but a

more comprehensive preflight testing program might have eliminated the

existing doubts.

VII. CONCLUSION

The multi-rigid-body computer simulations of the MM'71 scan

platform/spacecraft bus dynamic interaction agreed very closely with the

observed flight performance.

The analytical expressions derived also proved to be a rapid and

accurate method of bounding the slewing disturbance observed by the space-

craft and evaluating attitude gas consumption. In the future, the analytic

methods and computer simulation techniques presented here could also

provide the insight and tools needed to improve articulated platform design

and control.
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Table 1. MM'71 scan-axis
parameter evaluation

Parameter Cone Axis Clock Axis

m sn kg 74.42

MS/C' kg 3502. 5

Is/c kg m 3 17.2 + 2 4 .8 sin (cl - 122 deg) 458.8

Isn, kg m 2.98 7.3 Icos (econe + 31 deg)

k, m 0.2977 0.297 sin (31 deg + 0cone)

2 F 12
Q, m .61 + 0.076 cos 0cl - 56.8) 0.076

esn cone + 31 deg) - 90 deg + 0 36 0 deg (Ocl + a) + 0rsncone py - (c

s/c Spy+ 01 a + r

°1, deg 86

c, deg 303.2
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MM'71 slewing gas consumption parameter definitionsTable 2.

tC-

~rH
0

Ig.0
I-

0

IiP
LA)

0'

Average
induced e W gmax, K K K

Inerti'. 0 12
In ertia Slew Axis spacecraft rad/s t , s ttg s kg
kg m · g t t trate ea, x o 6  gxsraeOs X 10 - 6  x 10 - 3

rad/s

325 Cone Revolution 198 X 10-6 17 26 44 0.875 0.0225 0.0225 0.0143

470 Cone Orthogonal 4.8 X 10 6  30 0.4 1833 0.03 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

458 Clock Revolution 94 X 10-6 30 7 94 0.589 0.011 0.011 0.0099

380 Clock Orthogonal 90 X 10 6 17 12 98 0.46 0.010 0.010 0.0091

o



CLOCK AXIS OF REVOLUTION

YI
SPACECRAFT BUS
STRUCTURE

INERTIAL REFERENCE
AXIS

Xs = Xs/c + . cos (el + epy)+ k cos (cone + + 31 deg)

y = Ys/c + . sin (8 + 8spy)+ k sin (Scone + 31 deg)

8s/c = 81 + epy

sn = 8cone + spy + 31 deg

Fig. 1. MM'71 cone-axis configuration
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Fig. 2. Simplified spacecrafLbus and platform configuration
and free-body diagram
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Fig. 3. Spacecraft mass-centered coordinate system
and scan hinge point
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AN AXIS IN THE PLANE k  ' 1
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Fig. 4. Spacecraft/platform model with reaction force
from a scan slew
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Fig. 5. Scan platform model development components: a. Logic
.sequence for scan stepper motor commands, b. Scan

actuator displacement, c. Scan actuator model
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8~: +

Fig. 6. Scan platform dynamic models: a. Scan control
linear servo, b. Scan spring/mass/damper,

c c. Improved scan linear servo

InS

K khwN
j NReJ

Fig. 6. Scan platform dynamic models: a. Scan control
linear servo, b. Scan spring/mass/damper,

c. Improved scan linear servo
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Fig. 7. Scan platform model angular displacements
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Fig. 10. Roll-axis phase plane during a scan slew;
roll rate is less than total rate deadband
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Fig. 11. Comparison of actual and simulated spacecraft
position values during a clock-axis slew:

a. Pitch, b. Yaw, c. Roll
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= 303.2 deg

sn Xs/c + cos ( - a+ eR) + k cos (ec, + eR)

Ysn Ys/c +. sin (/ - a + SR)-ksin (c 1+ a- OR)

es/c =1 a -+ eR

sn=2 I7 -(scI+a -oR)

Fig. 13. MM'71 clock-axis configuration
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Fig. 15. Center-of-mass relationships before and
after a scan slew
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APPENDIX A. SCAN DESIGN ANALYSIS

The MM'71 scan platform control system design was based on the

following linearized analysis and assumptions.

The servo loop torque equations may be expressed as follows:

T = -KwO m + KtV - T (A-1)m w m t 1(Al

where

T = torque developed by the servo motor = Im m m

I = inertia of the motor rotor and gears attached directly to this
m

shaft

-8 2
9. 5 X 108 kg m

o = motor rotor angular rate
m

o = motor rotor angular acceleration
m

K = motor damping constant = 2. 68 X 10 - 6 N-m/rad/s
w

Kt = motor torque constant = 3. 87 X 10 N-m/rad/s

V = (8c -0q)G n  (A-2)

where

V = control winding voltage

0 = commanded motor platform position

O = actual platform position
q

G = pickoff and amplifier gains to the control winding
n

= 832 Vrm /rad

N = gear ratio = 27,s000:1
N = gear ratio = 27,000:1
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T = sn q (A-3)
1 RN

where

T 1 = torque produced at the platform

I = scan platform load inertia at the axis of revolution 7. 87 kg m 2
sn

q = angular acceleration of the scan platform
q

R = gear train torque transmission efficiency = 0. 4

Assuming that

8
e - (A-4)
q N

and taking the Laplace transformation of Eqs. (A-i) through (A-4), we

obtain the following transfer function:

0 (S) RNKtG

0c(S)oc) (I + ImRN2)S + K RN 2 S + RNKtG n

This transfer function is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 6a.

This transfer function is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 6a.
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APPENDIX B. SCAN DESIGN ANALYSIS MODIFICATION

This appendix is an extension of the analysis presented in

Appendix A. However, in this instance, the displacement of the scan plat-

form (Oq) is not constrained to be directly proportional to the servo motor

displacement. The actuator mechanism linking the servo motor shaft to

the platform is modeled as a stiff spring. The torque transmitted from the

motor to the platform mass is expressed by

T = kh ( - 0q) (B-l)

where kh = the stiffness of the actuator mechanism = 4068 N-m/rad.

The scan platform displacement is now giverned by the equation

T = I eq1 sn q (B-2)

Taking the Laplace transform of Eqs.

the following transfer function:

(A-l), (B-l), and (B-2), we obtain

NI I N K I
msn S4 w snS3

kh kh

KtG
t n

+ (NI +s)S2 + K NS + KtG
m NmN w t m

This transfer function is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 6 c.
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APPENDIX C. DETERMINATION OF RELATIVE SCAN PLATFORM
RATE AND POSITION EXPRESSIONS

The expressions for the rate and displacement of an articulated

package relative to the spacecraft bus are derived in this appendix. The

inertia of the articulated package is assumed small relative to the space-

craft bus inertia, so that the bus can be assumed fixed during package

motion. Figure 5 illustrates the articulated package model for this relative

displacement analysis. The command to move the package is assumed to

be a stepwise function. For a single step, the Laplace transform of the

equation of motion is

sI sn (S ) + fhSsn(S) + kh [sn() snc )]  0sn sn hn=is (C-1)

where

S = Laplace operator

6sn(S) = Laplace

ment

Osnc(S) Laplace

ment, a

transform of the articulated package displace-

transform of the commanded package displace-

step function

0
snc
S

fh = viscous damping coefficient of the actuating mechanism

kh =: stiffness of the actuating mechanism

Solving Eq. (C- 1) for the Laplace transform of the articulated

package relative position gives

0 k
0 (S)= snch
sn = - k\

IS 2 + fh S + h
sn sn sn

sn sn/

(C-2)
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The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (C-2) for the case of damping

greater than critical damping results in the following expressions for the

relative displacement of the articulated package:

0 (t) = (Ae t + Be t + K)0 W n (C-3)sn snc n

where

a = (-a + Z_ 1)W
n

b = (-a - 1771)Wn

f
a = damping ratio

=fh

fc= critical damping value = 2 I W

W = natural frequency of the actuator-articulation platform system
n

Kh

sn

1
A-

a(a - b)

1
B -B b (b - a)

1K = I
ab

The Laplace transform of the spacecraft rate can be obtained from

Eq. (C-2) by multiplying by the Laplace operator S, and the inverse Laplace

transform results in the following time domain expression for the relative

scan rate:

sn(t) = (Ce at + Debt )6 WZ  (C-4)
sn ~sncn
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where

1C =
(a - b)

1
D (b - a)

Differentiating Eq. (C-4) relative to time and setting the result equal to zero

yields the following expression for the maximum spacecraft rate:

0(t) = L( b)a(a)Cb 2b(t)max = C nc n
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NOMENCLATURE

F reaction force acting at the platform/spacecraft

hingepoint perpendicular to the slewing axis of revolution

F reaction force at the spacecraft bus/scan platform hinge-
x

point in the inertial X direction

F reaction force at the spacecraft bus/scan platform hinge-
Y

point in the inertial Y direction

fh viscous damping in the spacecraft/platform hinge

PP yy , Irr spacecraft bus principal moments of inertiapp yy Irr

IS/c moment of inertia of the spacecraft bus about an axis
s/c

through the center of mass and parallel to the axis of

platform revolution

I moment of inertia of the scan platform about the center of
sn

mass evaluated about an axis parallel to the axis of plat-

form revolution

I, I spacecraft bus products of inertia measured relative to

a coordinate system, two axes of which are perpendicular

to the direction of definition for I/c
s/c

k h  stiffness of the spacecraft platform hinge

k distance from the scan platform center of mass to the

hingepoint

2 distance from the spacecraft bus to the scan hingepoint

ms/c mass of the spacecraft bus

msn mass of the scan platform
sn

Ph' Yh' Rh scan platform hinge coordinates in the spacecraft P, Y, R

coordinate system

Th spring restraining torque at the scan platform/spacecraft

bus hingepoint
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NOMENCLATURE (contd)

Tp, Ty , T r

Xs/c' Ys/c

X ,Ysn' sn

e
q

esnc

es/c

sn

torques about the spacecraft pitch, yaw, and roll axes,

respectively.

inertial coordinates of the spacecraft bus center of mass

inertial coordinates of the scan platform center of mass

position of the scan platform relative to a reference

direction fixed in the spacecraft bus

commanded scan platform position

inertial angular displacement of the spacecraft bus

inertial angular displacement of the scan platform
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